
HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE AN  
INTEGRATED STRATEGY  
FOR SCALABLE GROWTH?

You hire a 

-Bill Sublette, Vice President, Mahaffey USA 



IMAGINE YOUR COMPANY,

Go ahead, think big. Our team is obsessed with Big Hairy Audacious 
Goals (BHAG™) and RedRover’s signature Growth Optimization (GO) 
Plan is tailored to identify and obliterate the obstacles slowing your 
success.

Mahaffey USA came to RedRover with a BIG growth goal. They wanted 
to drastically increase inbound leads in order to scale their revenue. 
After more than 90 years in the business, Mahaffey dominated certain 
industry verticals … but bleeding a turnip doesn’t result in exponential 
growth and the narrow industry focus put Mahaffey at the mercy of that 
industry’s ebbs and flows. So, Mahaffey called in RedRover to zero-in on 
the best possible avenues for growth — expanded industries of focus. 

Through our GO Plan, RedRover became ingrained in Mahaffey’s 
business, analyzing ideal customer profiles and their pain-points 
and expectations of a vendor-partner. We assessed the footprint 
and positioning of Mahaffey compared to its competition 
and ultimately identified growth segments that were 
Mahaffey’s for the taking. From this thorough 
exploration, RedRover presented the Mahaffey 
team with a tailored, integrated strategy to 
capture that opportunity, diversify its customer 
portfolio and GROW. 



RESULTS
Growth looks different for every company, but in the case of Mahaffey it looked like …

in web-based leads
35% INCREASE

in cost-per-acquisition 
59% IMPROVEMENT

in overall lead quality
20% INCREASE

on sales and marketing investment
2055% RETURN

in Target Industry 1
25% GROWTH

in Target Industry 2
35% GROWTH

in Target Industry 3
76% GROWTH

INDUSTRY EXPANSION
There are many paths to SCALEBLE GROWTH. For Mahaffey, untapped opportunity 
outside of its traditional bread & butter industries was key.

Target industries are not specified here at the client’s request.



HOW’D WE DO IT?
INTEGRATED STRATEGIES.
You’ve heard, “a doctor must treat the whole person.” Likewise, we believe a growth strategy 
must address the whole sales and marketing flywheel to achieve perpetual forward-motion.  

To usher in a new era of growth for Mahaffey, RedRover’s GO Plan identified 
the moving parts that would have the biggest impact on Mahaffey’s 
success in diversifying its customer portfolio and driving leads. 

Industry Expansion
• Custom Content
• Website Updates 
• Heat Mapping
• Paid Search Campaign Restructuring 
• CRM Restructure  
• Awareness Advertising 
• Strategic Prospecting 

Lead Nurturing
• CRM Workflow Development and Implementation
• Email Drip Campaigns 
• Custom Content

Sales and Marketing Assessment 
• Lead Scoring
• Cost Per Conversion Analysis 
• Activity Analysis
• Feedback Loop for Regular Campaign Optimization 



-Bill Sublette, Vice President, Mahaffey USA 

RedRover is one of Mahaffey’s secret weapons. They believe, like we do, that companies perform better 
by going on the offense when it comes to sales and marketing. This is the kind of strategic partnership 
every growing, forward-thinking, middle-market company deserves.
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